Introduction:
Oncology is increasingly driven by automation and prognosis. In radiotherapy treatment planning automation is crucial for segmenting lesions and organs at risk. Segmentation along with images and radiotherapy plans are fed into prediction models to estimate prognosis resulting from the planned treatment. 
Methods:
The library of model implementations was developed as a module in CERR; allowing users to readily access and plug-in models. The library supports the following three classes of models:
(1) Segmentation models based on deep learning, (2) Radiomics models based on imaging biomarkers, and (3) Radiotherapy models based on dose-volume histograms and cell survival.
The library builds on CERR's data import/export, visualization and standardization tools for outcomes modeling. The following sections provide details about the architecture for deploying and using these three classes of models.
Image Segmentation models
Open The models and their parameters can be selected through the graphical user interface as shown in Figure 3 . Parameters such as structure names to select region of interest can be defined using the interface.
In addition to deep-learning-based segmentation models, multi-atlas segmentation is supported.
Atlas fusion methods such as majority vote and STAPLE are supported. Plastimatch is used for deformable image registration allowing users to choose from a variety of cost functions, optimizers, and registration algorithms. This allows users to easily compare state-of-the-art with traditional segmentation models. CERR also provides metrics to evaluate the performance of segmentation such as DICE, Hausdorff distance, and deviance.
Radiotherapy models
Radiotherapy models involve modeling Normal Tissue Complication (NTCP) and Tumor Control dataset. Features extracted from these sub-structures will be used for outcomes modeling. 
Discussion:
In addition to validating models, the library of models can be used to create ensembles for improving performance. The library is useful in inter-institutional validation as well as collaboration. The library of models has been used to build tools useful to personalize treatment planning and to drive clinical segmentation. The following describes the applications that make use of the library of model implementations.
Radiotherapy Outcomes Estimator
Radiotherapy Outcomes Figure 5 shows the ROE graphical user interface.
Ensemble Voxel Attributor
Ensemble Voxel Attributor (EVA) is an extensible pipeline developed at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center to deploy deep learning segmentation algorithms into the clinic. It works in conjunction with MIM software and uses segmentation models from CERR's library.
EVA has been deployed in clinical use for segmentation of Prostate structures [Elguindi et al] and is currently undergoing testing for other sites. Figure 6 shows the workflow for EVA. The models from the library are invoked on the processing server and resulting segmentation is archived in MIM Software. 
